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Application filed April 14, 1890. 

To all, whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, CHARLES SCHRYWER, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Bos 
ton, in the county of Suffolk and State of Mas 
Sachusetts, have invented certain new and use 
ful Improvements in Car-Couplers; and I do 
hereby declare the following to be a full, 
clear, and exact description of the invention, 
Such as will enable others skilled in the art 
to which it appertains to make and use the 
Sle. 

My invention relates to certain new and use 
ful improvements in car-couplers, but is more 
especially intended as an improvement upon 
the construction shown and described in Let 
ters Patent No. 255,984, granted to Thomas 
Jefferson Hilliard, April 4, 1882, and has for 
its object to greatly facilitate the uncoupling 
of the cars by furnishing means whereby the 
connection between the cars may be thrown 
off from one car, instead of raising the two 
hooks in succession and from both cars, as is 
necessary in the Hilliard patent above re 
ferred to. 
With these ends in view then my invention 

Consists in the details of construction and 
combination of elements hereinafter fully ex 
plained, and then specifically designated by 
the claims. 

In order that those skilled in the art to 
which my invention appertains may fully un 
derstand its construction and operation, I will 
proceed to describe the same in detail, refer 
ring by letter to the accompanying drawings, 
forming a part of this specification, in which 

Figure 1 is a perspective of the ends of two 
cars coupled with my device; Fig. 2, a side 
elevation of the draw-bars and hooks at the 
moment of uncoupling; Fig. 3, a sectional 
longitudinal section of one of the hooks, show 
ing the normal position of the link and chain, 
and Fig. 4 a plan view of one of the draw 
bars. Fig. 5 is a view showing the convex 
surfaces in the draw-bar and the convex bear 
ing-Surfaces. 

Similar letters denote like parts in the sev 
eral figures of the drawings. 
A are the coupling-hooks, whose rear ends 

are pivoted by transverse pins C, within the 
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draw-bars C in precisely the same manner as 
in the patent to Hilliard. The ear e (shown 
upon the back of the coupling-hooks in the 
Hilliard patent for the attachment of the 
chains) is omitted in my construction, and in 
place thereof I form recesses B in the hook 
shoulders and back of the hooks, as Seen at 
Fig. 3 of the drawings. 
Pins D extend through the shoulders and 

through the recesses, and large links E encir 
cle and hang from these pins. Lifting-chains 
F are attached one end to the links and the 
other to the transverse windlasses G. (Shown 
in Fig. 1 and in Hilliard's patent.) 
The chains F, I make of sufficient length 

to lie slack within the recesses B, and SO allow 
links E to hang vertically from the pins when 
at rest. The purpose of this arrangement 
will be presently explained. 
The bearing-surfaces H of the coupling 

hooks and the draw-bars C have recesses I, 
the forward walls of which J are convex in 
cross-section and are adapted to be engaged 
by the convex surfaces H in the hooks, as 
shown in Fig. 5. 
The operation of my improvement is as fol 

lows: When two cars provided with this 
coupler come together to effect a coupling, 
one of the pivoted hooks will ride over the 
other and the beveled surface of the under 
hook striking the edge of the draw-bar Will 
be raised up thereby over the edge and will 
drop within the recess and there hold. The 
upper hook rides upon the lower and engages 
with the hooked shoulder upon its back, thus 
locking the coupling in the same manner as 
in the Hilliard patent. In the said patent to 
Hilliard the “uncoupling is effected by first 
raising the topmost hook and then the hook 
that was below it.’ In my construction the 
upper hook holds perfectly over the shoulder 
of the under hook and locks the coupling, for 
the link E hangs vertically from the pin D 
entirely within recess B, and the slack chain 
lies also within said recess. To uncouple with 
my construction it is only necessary to lifton 
the chain of the under hook by means of the 
windlass, when link E is turned upon pin D 
as a center and raises the point of the upper 
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hook, So that it will be clear of the point of 
the shoulder. This operation is clearly illus 
trated by Fig. 2. A continuation of the lift 
upon the chain will raise the under hook out 
of engagement with its draw-bar, and the cars 
are thereby uncoupled. Either of the two 
hooks may in effecting a coupling ride over 
the other and serve as the upper or locking 
hook. 

Having thus fully described my invention, 
what I claim as new, and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent, is 

1. In combination with the pivoted hooks 
having recesses, as described, in the shoulders 
and backs thereof, the links hung in said re 
cesses by transverse pins and having attached 
thereto the lifting-chains and adapted by the 
tightening of said chains to raise the top hook 
out of engagement with the hooked shoulder 
of the under hook, substantially as set forth. 

2. The combination of the pivoted hooks A, 
having hooked shoulders, and recesses B in 
said shoulders and backs of the hooks, links 
E, hung in said recesses, chains F, attached to 
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said links, and windlasses G, adapted to lift 
said chains and thereby raise the hooks, Sub 
stantially as and for the purpose described. 

3. In a car-coupler, the combination of the 
recessed draw-bars provided with shoulders, 
the coupling-hooks pivoted within said bars 
and having shoulders on the top and bottom 
surfaces, whereby engagement with each other 
and with the draw-bar is effected, lifting-links 
pivoted within the top shoulders of said hooks, 
and means-as chain and Windla SS-for Oper 
ating said links, substantially as shown. 

4. In a car-coupler, the combination of the 
recessed draw-bars with the coupling-hooks 
pivoted therein, both of said bars and hooks 
having engaging shoulders which are convex 
in cross-section, as set forth. 

In testimony whereofI affix my signature in 
presence of two witnesses. 

CHARLES SCIIRYWER. 

Witnesses 
CHARLES BUTTRICK, 
JAMES TIZLEY. 
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